INTRODUCTION
The size dependent changes of structural properties of nanoparticles and their link to optical, electronic and magnetic prop erties are of fundamental interest in material research. However, single crystals with a three dimensional arrangement of nanocrystalline particles suitable for single crystal x-ray m a c t i o n (SC-XRD) can rarely be prepared. For these systems without long-range order x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (XAFS) is a well-suited method to determine structural features of these new materials. The availability of CdS nanoparticles of 14 -120 A diameter with very narrow size distributions allows to resolve trends in structural and dynamical properties of these particles as a function of their size. Due to their pronounced shift of the W-VIS absorption onset these semiconductor nanoparticles are challenging for optical applications.
EXPERIMENTAL
The preparation of the samples followed well-established and published procedures [I] , [2] . In each case different amounts of H2S were added under rigorous stirring to a solution of a Cd salt in water or dimethylformamide contaimng a stabilizer to prevent the growth of the nanoparticles to CdS bulk material. Control over the resulting nanoparticle size could be obtained by varying the type of stabilizer (thiols or polyphosphate), concentrations and heat treatment. As structural limits CdS bulk and a pure crystalline cadmium thiolate [3] which models the cluster surface have been used in the X M S study.
We performed XAFS-measurements at the Cd K-edge between 5 and 296 K at the beamline XI. 1 at HASYLABIDESY (Hamburg, Germany) using a liquid He bath cryostat (OXPORD). A Si (31 1) double crystal monochromator was detuned to 60 % of its Bragg intensity to eliminate the contributions of higher harmonics. The absorption spectra of the sample and a Cd-metal reference foil were recorded between 26.4 and 29.0 keV in transmission mode. Theoretical backscattering amplitudes and phases were calculated with the FEFFS code [4] . XAFS data analysis was performed with AUTOBK and FEFFIT [S] by simultaneously fitting all spectra of one sample measured at different temperatures. The implemented Debye model allows to describe the temperature dependent part of the Debye-Waller factors of a sample by a single Debye temperature.
The Cd-S shell was fitted in real space between 1.5 and 2.5 A with distances &ddb Debye temperature TD, a temperature independent Debye-Waller factor c ?~ as measure of the static disorder and the third moment Cj of the pair distribution function as variables. The coordination number was set constant to Nos = 4 since varying additionally the coordination number did not improve the fits and results were within 10 % identical to the expected fourfold coordination of the Cd atom.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 1 the cluster surface. Since the Cd-S distance is different in cubic and the thermodynanucally favored hexagonal CdS bulk two series in figure 2 can be seen depending on the lattice structure of the nanoparticles. From XRD and TEM measurements the lattice structure of the two larger thiolcapped samples is predominantly hexagonal whereas the two smaller ones show the cubic phase. In contrast, polyphosphate stabilized samples are cubic and slightly contracted with respect to cubic CdS bulk.
The static disorder in all samples is enlarged with respect to CdS bulk and shows a maximum for nanoparticles about 30 A in size. Smaller nanoparticles can partly be isolated as macrocxystalline samples with known structure from SC-XRD [6] , [7] which show a very ordered surface whereas particles of intermediate size have obviously a more distorted surface.
.I The influence of the surface can also be seen in the fit results of the Debye temperature TD and the third moment C3 of the Cd-S pair distribution function. With decreasing particle size TD and Cg increase reflecting a stiEening of the Cd-S bond and a more asymmetric arrangement of the S-atoms surrounding the Cd-atoms. An interesting dependence of the absolute value of C3 from the lattice structure of the nanoparticles is observed. In nanoparticles with cubic zincblende structure of the CdS cluster core their C3 is generally lowered with respect to the hexagonal 40 A nanoparticles and CdS bulk. This observation can be explained by the more symmetric arrangement of neighbor atoms in the cubic zincblende structure with four equivalent distances in comparison to the hexagonal wurtzite structure with three equal and one different distance. This indicates that the third cumulant allows to determine the lattice structure in small nanoparticles [S] .
